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User Journey Assumption


Scuter



 focus on Rome (even if our city archetype is not Rome
 Understand before what are the stereotype to set 

expectation of user validatio

 Secondary reserach on mobility user data on Rom
 Definition of clusters based on behaviour drive
 Definition of 5 possible persona
 Ideal User Journey throught Scuter service’s touchpoint

Introduction



scarica PDF

The document, updated with 2020 
data available and in some sections 
also with those of 2021, is divided 
into 6 main sections:



1) scenario description

2) mobility offer

3) system and urban traffic regulation

4) COVID-19 consideration

5) Private mobility effect

6) Town Halls

Assumptions’ base

https://romamobilita.it/it/media/pubblicazioni/rapporto-mobilit%C3%A0-2021
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We are aware that Scuter targets have to be 
mainly into the sharing mindset, however we kept 
in consideration some  because 
they can still be attracted or tell us more of what 
are the biggest pain point to be solved.
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Customer journey map touchpoits.

Awareness Consideration Acquisition Service Loyalty

Word of mouth

Word of mouth

Email marketing

Website

Website

Social media

Online Ads

Web Search 

App Store

Scuter vehicle

App Review

Mobile App

Scuter quality

Social media 

Scuter pages

Social media 

Scuter pages

Customer support

Discounts

Email/Newsletter

Manageable Touchpoint

Unmanageable Touchpoint

PromotionsPromotions

Customer  review

Pubblic relationship

Commercial
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Anna Antonio Alessandra Alice Andrea

5 clusters : 5 personas

Affordable Options

Ecofriendly

Save timeSave time

Affordable Options Reliable

Agile

Ecofrendly

Reliable

Safe

Safe Agile

Agile

ReliableReliable

Save time

Save time

Reliable

Fast



Andrea

Age 20

Occupation Student

Location Roma

Personality

Introvert Social Thinker

Proactive Curious Young

Affordable Options  Public transport

A: Home



to



B: Univesity

Ecofrendly 2. Bike

Save time 3. Scooter

Reliable

Traits

Needs Mobility rank

A to B

- +
Budget Concious

- +
Safety concious

- +
Eco



Awareness LoyaltyConsideration Acquisition Service

OFFLINE ONLINE OFFLINE OFFLINE ONLINE 

 Commercial billboard




-> Objective: Redirect to  Website


 Websit
 Google Searc
 Social Media

 Scuter App  Commercial print on Scute
 Scuter Vehicle

 EDM mail

 Purchase a monthly subscription 
if the rates are convenien

 Uses discount code from 
previous ride to receive a 
discoun

 Recommends product to friends 
and family if he have a good 
experience

 Find the Scuter
 Unlock the Scute
 Ride
 End the ride process

 Decides to create an accoun
 Wait for confermation
 Confermation arrive
 Seach for the nearest Scuter 

vehicle

 Search Scuter on Googl
 Open the websit
 On the bus download the 

Scuter app

 Waiting the bus that is 
late due to Roman traffic 

 Pubblic trasportation are 
not reliabl

 Not very agile in traffic

 SEO Optimizatio
 Website easy to find informatio
 Good review on the app store


 How much time it requires the 
signing in phase, especially the 
association of documents

 Is the process simple and 
smooth?

 If the driving exp is all good the 
user will be satifie

 If the driving exp had some 
issues there might be 
compleinings reported

 Recive a benefit and incentive to 
ride a second time

 Take the advantage to 
introduce another way to move 
in the cit

 Locate Scuter vehicle on the 
most attended public stations 
on the city

 Website: compare mobility 
solutions showcasing Scute

 Well presented Scuter App 
store page (copy and 
images)

 In the future we can try to 
develope a sign in 
process that will be 
perceived faster and 
optimized

 stickers or graphics that will 
make the vehicle speak of its 
values to the user

 Instruction or suggestions 
graphics of how to ride Scuter

 Collab with University centers to 
promote Scuter for student

 Give a promo o discount will help 
the user to give a second change 
to ride Scuter.

Annoyed Curious Curious Neutral Frustrated SatisfySatisfy or

Expectations
 Agility/Speed beacuse of the 

importance of the activity to do

From A to B
From home takes the pubblic traspotation to 
go to university, sometimes takes the bikes.

Age 20

Occupation Student

Location Roma

Andrea
USER JOURNEY MAP:

STAGES

TOUCHPOINT

USER

ACTIVITY

ATTENTION

POINTS

FEELING

OPPORTUNITIES



Awareness LoyaltyConsideration Acquisition Service

OFFLINE ONLINE OFFLINE OFFLINE ONLINE 

 Commercial print/brochur
 Word of mout
 Newsletter from Universit
 University event


 Websit
 Google Search

 Scuter App  Commercial print on Scute
 Scuter Vehicle

 EDM mail

 Purchase a monthly 
subscriptio

 Uses discount code from 
previous order to receive 
a discoun

 Recommends product to 
friends and family

 Find the Scuter
 Unlock the Scute
 Ride
 End the ride process

 Decides to create an accoun
 Wait for confermation
 Confermation arrive
 Seach for the nearest Scuter 

vehicle

 Search Scuter on Googl
 Open the websit
 On the bus download the 

Scuter app

 Walking in University

 Selection of the most 
strategic campuse

 Engaging event

 SEO Optimizatio
 Website easy to find informatio
 Good review on the app store


 How much time it requires the 
signing in phase, especially the 
association of documents

 Is the process simple and 
smooth?

 If the driving exp is all good the 
user will be satifie

 If the driving exp had some 
issues there might be 
compleinings reported

 What is the user 
struggling with or 
hindering them from 
being satisfied

 Meet commuters and bet on 
their curiosity of this new 
mobility solution

 Website: compare mobility 
solutions showcasing Scute

 Well presented Scuter App 
store page (copy and 
images)

 In the future we can try to 
develope a sign in 
process that will be 
perceived faster and 
optimized

 stickers or graphics that will 
make the vehicle speak of its 
values to the user

 Instruction or suggestions 
graphics of how to ride Scuter

 Collab with University 
centers to promote 
Scuter for students

CuriousCurious Curious Neutral Frustrated What is the user feeling?

Expectations
 Agility/Speed beacuse of the 

importance of the activity to do

From A to B
From home takes the pubblic traspotation to 
go to university, sometimes takes the bikes.

Age 20

Occupation Student

Location Roma

AndreaUSER JOURNEY MAP:

Variation 1

STAGES

TOUCHPOINT

USER

ACTIVITY

ATTENTION

POINTS

FEELING

OPPORTUNITIES



Agile  Bike

A: Home



to



B: daily duties

Ecofrendly 2. Car

3. Public transportReliable

Traits

Needs Mobility rank

A to B

- +
Budget Concious

- +
Safety concious

- +
Eco

Alice

Age 37

Occupation housewife

Location Roma

Personality

Introvert Social Polite

Proactive Friendly Sesitive



Awareness LoyaltyConsideration Acquisition Service

OFFLINE ONLINE OFFLINE OFFLINE ONLINE 

 Scuter Vehicl
 Commercial print on Scute
 Guerrilla marketing



 Websit
 Google Search

 Scuter App  Commercial print on Scute
 Scuter Vehicle

 EDM mail

 Purchase a monthly subscription 
if the rates are convenien

 Uses discount code from 
previous ride to receive a 
discoun

 Recommends product to friends 
and family if he have a good 
experience

 Find the Scuter
 Unlock the Scuter after a bit of 

confusion (this vehcile is very 
different form what she has seen 
so far

 Ride
 End the ride process

 Decides to create an accoun
 Wait for confermation
 Confermation arrive
 Seach for the nearest Scuter 

vehicle

 Check the Scute
 During the day see more Scuter 

arround Rom
 Dowload the app from the store

 Go for rent the bik
 See Scuter vehicle close to the bike

 Pubblic trasportation are 
not reliabl

 Not very agile in traffic

 SEO Optimizatio
 Website easy to find informatio
 Good review on the app store


 How much time it requires the 
signing in phase, especially the 
association of documents

 Is the process simple and 
smooth?

 If the driving exp is all good the 
user will be satifie

 If the driving exp had some 
issues there might be 
compleinings reported

 Recive a benefit and incentive to 
ride a second time

 Take the advantage to 
introduce another way to move 
in the cit

 Locate Scuter vehicle on the 
most attended public stations 
on the city

 Website: compare mobility 
solutions showcasing Scute

 Well presented Scuter App 
store page (copy and 
images)

 In the future we can try to 
develope a sign in 
process that will be 
perceived faster and 
optimized

 In the future we can develop a 
nice onbording video/steps for 
first time users that have time 
and want to better understand 
how to interact with it

 Instruction or suggestions 
graphics of how to use Scuter

 Give a promo o discount will help 
the user to give a second change 
to ride Scuter.

CuriousCurious Curious Neutral Satisfy

Expectations
 Agility/Safety so she can go arround 

differnt place in Rome, do purchase and 
carry out her daily duties.

From A to B
From home ride a bike share to go arround 
Rome for carry out her daily duties

Age 37

Occupation Housewife

Location Roma

AliceUSER JOURNEY MAP:

STAGES

TOUCHPOINT

USER

ACTIVITY

ATTENTION

POINTS

FEELING

OPPORTUNITIES

confusion Satisfy



Agile 1. Scooter

A: Home



to



B: Work place

Reliable 2. Car

Save time 3. Public transport

Traits

Needs Mobility rank

A to B

- +
Budget Concious

- +
Safety concious

- +
Eco

Alessandra

Age 32

Occupation Freelancer 

Location Roma

Personality

Sensitive Social Thinker

Proactive Curious Abitious



Awareness LoyaltyConsideration Acquisition ServiceSTAGES

TOUCHPOINT

USER

ACTIVITY

ATTENTION

POINTS

FEELING

OPPORTUNITIES

ONLINE /OFFLINE ONLINE OFFLINE OFFLINE ONLINE 

 Social media AD
 Scuter Vehicl
 Commercial print
 Popup Store/ stand / guerrilla



 App stor
 Web reaserch on new
 Scuter Vehicl
 Social Media

 Scuter App  Commercial print on Scute
 Scuter Vehicle

 Mai
 App

 mail/notification of a sum up the 
problem

 discunt for the unluky 
experience

 Find the Scuter
 Unlock the Scute
 Ride
 End the ride proces
 ISSUE: there are some 

problems and se can’t 
close the ride. She is 
wasting time and money

 Decides to create an accoun
 Wait for confermation
 Confermation arrive
 Seach for the nearest Scuter 

vehicle

 Check the Scute
 During the day see more Scuter 

arround Rom
 Dowload the app from the store

 Go to take a car, she is on rush and 
need to carry object for a client

 See Scuter vehicle while driving 
and remember she saw the adv 
before on here phone

 Pubblic trasportation are not 
reliable when she is in rush, and in 
general they are not flexibl

 Stuck in traffic with the ca
 Agile with a scooter but not stabile

 Good review on the app stor
 Well presented Social media 

Scuter pages


 How much time it requires the 
signing in phase, especially the 
association of documents

 Is the process simple and 
smooth?

compleinings reported  Recive a benefit and incentive to 
ride a second time

 Underline the message that a 
versatile vehicle can be most of 
the time the option to go for 
because it’s adaptable to more 
type of activities.

 Check our news on digital 
megazine and add if possibl

 Well presented Scuter App 
store page (copy and images. 
The message is the key)

 In the future we can try to 
develope a sign in process that 
will be perceived faster and 
optimized

 Customer service is the key, the 
app could understand if the user 
is stuck in a place/process and 
send a pop up via app asking if 
he/she needs help, contacting 
the CS

If the difficult situation can be well 
managed or if we can make the user 
feel guided/not left alone, they will be 
more confident to reuse it

Curious Curious Neutral FrustratedFrustrated Satisfy

Expectations
 Agility/Safety and carring small objects, 

so she can go to work in differnt place in 
Rome.

From A to B
From home to go to work she takes diffent 
types of vehicle base of the location she 
need to go. 

Age 32

Occupation Freelancer

Location Roma

Alessandra
USER JOURNEY MAP:



Save time

A: Home



to



B: Work place

Reliable

Fast

Agile

Traits

Needs Mobility rank

A to B

- +
Budget Concious

- +
Safety concious

- +
Eco

Antonio

Age 35

Occupation Employee

Location Roma

Personality

Ambitious Hard-working

Proactive Serius Reliable

Generous

 Car

2. Public transport

3. Bike



Expectations
 Availability, Stability for a ruotinist life

From A to B
From home to go to work he tends to use 
same type of  vehicle because of his routine. 
Car sharing is a good option when it is 
necessary to improvise 

Age 35

Occupation Employee

Location Roma

AntonioUSER JOURNEY MAP:

Awareness LoyaltyConsideration Acquisition Service

ONLINE /OFFLINE ONLINE OFFLINE OFFLINE ONLINE 

 Webist
 Social medi
 Web search

 mai
 app/notification

 Check his phone (news- social 
media

 Takes a coffee with the colleagues 
at the bar near the office

 Talk with the colleagues about the 
Scuter outside the Ba

 Takes a photo of Scuter to share in 
his stories

 Takes in consideration to try Scute
 Search Scuter on internet to find 

the ap
 Find the app and download from 

the website

 receive notificatio
 receive mails

 WOM is not very manageble  it’s important to take care of 
keywords association in SEO, in 
case people do not remeber the 
name Scuter

 Keep the good experience also 
after the rid

 Reward the costume
 be easy to find for the next ride

 Can be interesting to cover 
with ADV also bars attended 
by many workers in the city

 in the future we can develop a 
section in the app in which you 
can have a sort of track of 
rides and after the 10th time 
you will have one for free

CuriousCurious Satisfy

STAGES

TOUCHPOINT

USER

ACTIVITY

ATTENTION

POINTS

FEELING

OPPORTUNITIES

 Social media AD
 Scuter Vehicl
 Commercial print
 Popup Store/ stand / guerrill
 WOM



 Check the web listening about 
Scute

 Website: compare price and 
time mobility in Rome compare 
Scuter rates

 Scuter App

 Decides to create an accoun
 Wait for confermation
 Confermation arrive
 Seach for the nearest Scuter 

vehicle

 How much time it requires the 
signing in phase, especially the 
association of documents

 Is the process simple and 
smooth?

 In the future we can try to 
develope a sign in process that 
will be perceived faster and 
optimized

Curious Neutral

 Commercial print on Scute
 Scuter Vehicle

 Find the Scuter
 Unlock the Scute
 Ride
 End the ride process

 If the driving exp is all good the 
user will be satifie

 If the driving exp had some 
issues there might be 
compleinings reported

 stickers or graphics that will 
make the vehicle speak of its 
values to the user

 Instruction or suggestions 
graphics of how to ride Scuter

Satisfy



 Car

A: Home



to



B: Work place

2. Scooter

3. Public transport

Traits

Needs Mobility rank

A to B

- +
Budget Concious

- +
Safety concious

- +
Eco

Anna

Age 48

Occupation Employee

Location Roma

Personality

Ambitious Reliable Sensitive

Responsible Curious

Hard-working

Save time

Affordable Options

Safe

Reliable



Expectations
 Ownership, reliability, status

From A to B
From home to go to work she always takes 
the car. It’s her mobility tool for everything 
because of the status and the reliability

Age 48

Occupation Employee

Location Roma

AnnaUSER JOURNEY MAP:

Awareness LoyaltyConsideration Acquisition Service

ONLINE /OFFLINE ONLINE OFFLINE OFFLINE ONLINE/OFFLINE 

 Scuter Vehicl
 Commercial print
 Social media AD
 Popup Store/ stand
 WO
 Local news

 Website (from Qr
 Google search

 When needed (rush/rain) she takes 
her teenager children to school/
statio

 Drives to go to work she sees 
some scuters going aroun

 Usually takes time to find a parking 
spo

 Talks with with the colleagues 

 Looking for prices and if her 
children can use it (areas and age

 Paying attention to values for her 
children


 If her children had a good 
experience then she will fill very 
satified of her idea to suggest and 
pay for the

 She would probably suggest about 
it to all the other mothers/fathers 
that she know

 The childrend clasmates/friends 
will see more scuter around

 WOM is not very managebl

 Scuter hast to be perceived as a 
good option for her children for 
safety reasons

 It should be clearly specifiy what is 
needed to sign up for this servic

 online reviews can polay a 
fundamental part for the 
acquisition

 Message of safety for the 
children. The service can be 
payed by her but used from her 
children

 Comparison of means of 
transport can make Scuter be 
perceived more useful and 
optimized for her situatio

 Key message on how the vehicle 
is built (to last and protect), 
maybe videos

 invite a frien
 make plans for booking in 

advance a scuter in a place 
(premium user)

evaluatingsurprised Very happy

STAGES

TOUCHPOINT

USER

ACTIVITY

ATTENTION

POINTS

FEELING

OPPORTUNITIES

In this phases the real user 
are her children



Final overview

Awareness

Branding/Color palette on Vehicle

Communication block
partner-> Next14Media 

LoyaltyConsideration

Website

App stores material (?)

Acquisition Service

ONLINE /OFFLINE ONLINE OFFLINE OFFLINE ONLINE/OFFLINE 

STAGES

TOUCHPOINT

USER ACTIVITY

ATTENTION

POINTS

FEELING

OPPORTUNITIES

Graphics and instruction on Vehicle

ATOM LIMITS FOR NOW DEPENDS ON THE DRIVING 
EXPERIENCE

 Take the advantage to 
introduce another way to move 
in the cit

 Locate Scuter vehicle on the 
most attended public stations 
on the city

 Meet commuters and bet on 
their curiosity of this new 
mobility solution

 Message of safety for the 
children. The service can be 
payed by her but used from her 
children

 Cover with ADV bars attended 
by many workers in the city

 Website: compare mobility 
solutions showcasing Scute

 Well presented Scuter App 
store page (copy and 
images)

 Check the web listening about 
Scute

 Website: compare price and 
time mobility in Rome compare 
Scuter rates

 In the future we can try to 
develope a sign in process that 
will be perceived faster and 
optimized

 stickers or graphics that will 
make the vehicle speak of its 
values to the user

 Instruction or suggestions 
graphics of how to ride Scuter

 In the future we can develop a 
nice onbording video/steps for 
first time users that have time 
and want to better understand 
how to interact with it.

 Comparison of means of 
transport can make Scuter be 
perceived more useful and 
optimized for her situatio

 Key message on how the vehicle 
is built (to last and protect), 
maybe videos

 Collab with University centers to 
promote Scuter for student

 Give a promo o discount will help 
the user to give a second change 
to ride Scuter.

 invite a frien

 make plans for booking in 
advance a scuter in a place 
(premium user)

 in the future we can develop a 
section in the app in which you 
can have a sort of track of 
rides and after the 10th time 
you will have one for free



The Next Step

Awareness

Consideration

Service

 Suggestion of new application of colors on vehicle 
(based also on previous discussion)

 Definition of possibilities of graphics applied to Scuter vehicle

 Introduction of the first draft of Informational 
Architecture of the website

 Secondary research on competitors’ websites 
and interesting use cases
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